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HERE'S A VIEW INTO JUST HOW IGNORANT & ISOLATED "THE VIEW" REALLY IS.

"The View" Drops a Bomb: If Trump Wins, So Long, America!

What America are they talking about?
The one where PRIVILEGED EELITE like Biden, Celebrities and Athletes LIVE LIKE KINGS!
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Tweet:

Would everyone please let #JFKjr rest in peace. He would never support a Republican candidate and he told me just last night that he was told by Jesus that Donald Trump is Satan.

12:31 PM - Oct 17, 2020 - Twitter Web App

14 Retweets  2 Quote Tweets  130 Likes
T.I. explains why Ice Cube should be given the benefit of his reputation after his involvement in the Donald Trump “Platinum Plan” for the Contract With Black America 🤔🤔🤔 #THOUGHTS 🤔

@Tip @teedyMora_ @Immelissanos @DjCarsma

[WATCH] power106.com/?p=84798
Trump is visiting Des Moines tonight as part of a three-day campaign tour of battleground states.
For Trump’s core supporters, ‘there will never be another President Trump’

[Image of a crowd at a Trump rally]

For Trump’s core supporters, ‘there will never be another President Trump’

Casting aside complaints about his behavior, President Trump’s supporters argue that he has been unfairly criticized and not gotten due credit.

@freep.com

8:06 AM · Oct 16, 2020 · SocialNewsDesk

13 Retweets 12 Quote Tweets 65 Likes
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United Van Rentals  
@LasVegasVans

Ten Reasons Americans Should Vote for President Donald Trump unitedvanrentals.com

There are hundreds of reasons to vote for President Trump in this election, and to vote to give him a Republican House and ... lifenews.com

11:34 PM - Oct 14, 2020 - Right Relevance
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If Donald Trump loses in November, the blame rests fully on Americans who live in fear, who prefer safety and security to liberty and personal responsibility.

When you realize you've lost your nation and your freedom, you can only blame "the people." They alone blew it up.

1:20 PM · Oct 17, 2020 · Twitter Web App

166 Retweets 21 Quote Tweets 660 Likes
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EMBARRASSING MELTDOWN!

Trump’s broke. Leaked tax info show he’s flat broke.

The cancellation of ads in swing states show his campaign is broke, too!

Guess what? People don’t donate to losers!

#wtpBlue #wtpBiden #DemVoice1

Donald Trump has complete meltdown about how broke his c...
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"What began as an uprising of liberal women after far too many of their gender in Pennsylvania helped President Donald Trump get elected is now a monster of a movement," columnist @panartism writes about the backlash Trump is facing from women in Pa.

10:21 AM · Oct 15, 2020 · SocialFlow

34 Retweets  7 Quote Tweets  66 Likes
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Linda Hill
@bulldoghill

Ruling on cases involving the election presents an entirely different scenario. Barrett, who has so far not committed to recuse, would be making monumental decisions regarding the man who had just nominated her, President Donald Trump.

Barrett must recuse from 2020 election cases, shield Supreme Court from Trump ...
Barrett will be a fine justice. But Trump has had a corrupting influence on Congress and she'd put the court on a similar path if she rules on his fate.

5:10 PM - Oct 12, 2020 - Twitter for iPhone

28 Retweets 2 Quote Tweets 39 Likes
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Donald Trump, keep your superspreader rally out of Wisconsin.
Arizona
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**Praying Medic**
@prayingmedic

DailyMail has picked up the censored #NewYorkPost story on the Biden emails.

Joe Biden's campaign DENIES he met Hunter's Ukrainian business partner Ukrainian gas executive Vadym Pozharskyi thanked Hunter Biden for 'an opportunity to meet your father' in an email sent in 2015, according to a splash of...

dailymail.co.uk

2:55 PM · Oct 14, 2020 · Twitter Web App

4.5K Retweets 114 Quote Tweets 6.1K Likes
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Any time legacy media drops a supposed "bombshell" on Trump, it immediately hits the front pages.

Still waiting on NYT, WaPo, and CNN however to write anything on the @nyposf's actual bombshell on Joe Biden lying about what he knew of his son's overseas business interests.

11:38 AM - Oct 14 2020 - Twitter Web App

623 Retweets 28 Quote Tweets 1.1K Likes
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Fred Guttenberg
@freed_guttenberg

Just listening to @morningmika interview @JimOberweis who is the R candidate for Congress challenging @RepUnderwood. He claimed virtually nobody likes @JoeBiden. I LIKE JOE BIDEN AND I AM VOTING FOR JOE BIDEN. I HOPE THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE REPLY & SAY HOW MUCH THEY LIKE BIDEN!!!
Georgia
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@Jameir { 💬 Army Girl 🇺🇸.TRUMP 88022}
@Jameir { 💬 Army Girl 🇺🇸.TRUMP 88022}

Note: ‘Smoking Gun Email’ Shows Biden Did Meet with
Son Hunter’s Ukraine Partners

He belongs in Jail, not running for president!

It’s like 2016 all over again!
Corrupt Candidates

Who else agrees?
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"Joe Biden himself has talked with me, listened to my fellow Texans—Julián Castro, Joaquin Castro, and others—to make sure that they're making the most of this opportunity," Beto O'Rourke says, discussing the possibility of Biden winning Texas.
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Another Michigan poll: Free Press poll: Joe Biden up by 9 points in Michigan, Donald Trump stuck in neutral freep.com/story/news/pol... via @freep

9:15 AM - Oct 14, 2020 - Twitter Web App

67 Retweets 4 Quote Tweets 436 Likes
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Shocking! Evidence hidden to protect #HiddenBiden. The corruption runs deep. #VoteRedToSaveAmerica
Report: Feds Had Evidence of Joe Biden’s Burisma Meeting Since Impeachment Inquiry
breitbart.com/politics/2020/... via @BreitbartNews
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Has anybody taken into consideration the fact that Joe Biden is Hunters father. And that could be a key reason why Hunter is so slimy. Because a lot of times that's just the way the world works. Just saying.

2:01 PM · Oct 14, 2020 · Twitter Web App

676 Retweets 39 Quote Tweets 1.2K Likes
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Evan Kilgore
@EvanAKilgore

"The Big Guy" in Hunter Biden's emails is referring to Joe Biden.

Pass it on.

11:07 PM · Oct 16, 2020 · Twitter for Android

598 Retweets 12 Quote Tweets 1.1K Likes
Biden admits that son Hunter is a drug addict. Why would you allow your addicted son to make deals with foreign enemies? Is this the leadership judgement we can expect from Joe Biden?

5:10 PM · Oct 18, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

234 Retweets 7 Quote Tweets 290 Likes
If Hunter Biden’s emails are authenticated then Joe Biden needs immediately exit the race and step aside. He is a national security threat.
Wisconsin
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OMG I WAS SO INVESTED IN HOW AWFUL JOE BIDEN IS & HIS HISTORY & ALL HIS FUCK UPS THAT I SOMEHOW FORGOT TO PONDER THE POTENTIAL HIDEOUSNESS OF A BIDEN CABINET SOMEONE PLEASE EXPLAIN THIS CLEARLY EGRESSIOUS OVERSIGHT AS IT’S GOING TO BE OUR FUCKING REALITY IN LIK E TWO MONTHS FUCKIN

1:30 PM · Oct 18, 2020 · Twitter Web App

52 Retweets 1 Quote Tweet 398 Likes